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August blackout could have been prevented, said Wood

Mandatory reliability is most important team proposal

If common-sense
reliability measures had

been followed
The US-Canada power system outage task
force theme is that simple, FERC
Chairman Pat Wood observed yesterday.

And the same is true of all the other
big blackouts, he added, going back to
1965.

The commission will take that to heart,
Wood, a task force member, committed.

The regulators will “meticulously”

review the recommendations, rapidly
implement those that apply to FERC and
vigilantly monitor the industry’s response
to the report.

But the commission’s most important
role — overseeing mandatory grid
reliability standards — can’t happen
without enactment of an energy bill that
includes reliability provisions, Wood
noted.

“I trust our nation’s lawmakers to see
past their differences” and pass such a
bill, he said.

Until this happens, FERC will do
everything possible under its existing
Federal Power Act authority to carry out

the report’s recommendations, the
chairman said.

Nine reliability readiness reviews have
been completed to date, Wood pointed out,
with two FERC staff engineers on every
NERC readiness team.

They’re the first of 20 slated to be
finished by the end of June.

Reviews cover the grid operators for
80% of the nation’s electricity consumers,
the chairman said.  The remainder will be
done as soon as possible thereafter.

Reviews are to provide reliable grid
operation while spotlighting areas where
improvements are needed before this
summer’s peak demand season begins.

Enactment of the reliability provisions in
pending bills — HR 6 or S 2095 — is the
single most important proposal of the 46 in
the Canadian-US task force’s
recommendations.

Senate Democrats added another bill —
S 2236, a stand-alone reliability  measure
— to the mix (see separate story).

The three bills would make compliance
with reliability standards mandatory and
enforceable.

If this were done, the task force said,
many of its other fixes “could be
accomplished readily in the course of
implementing the legislation.”

The task force’s final report added to
and superseded the interim November

document.
Added study had no effect on the

validity of the interim paper’s findings but
found more violations and deficiencies.

The Aug 14 blackout affected an area
that included eight states and Ontario,
knocking out an estimated 61,800 mw of
load depriving some 50 million people of
power for up to four days.

Rolling blackouts continued for more
than a week in parts of Ontario.

The final report found four major
causes or groups of causes.

“They did not leap into being” the day
of the blackout, the task force
emphasized, but were long-standing
institutional failures and weaknesses.

They need to be understood and corrected
to maintain reliability, it pointed out.

The major causes included:
·  FirstEnergy — the utility at the

blackout’s epicenter — and ECAR, its
regional reliability council, failed to assess
and understand the inadequacies of the
utility’s system.

This cause was not identified in the
interim report, but was based on an analysis
completed after publication of that
document.

·  FirstEnergy had inadequate situational
awareness, failing to recognize or
understand the deteriorating condition of its
system.

·  FirstEnergy failed to manage
adequately tree growth in its transmission
rights-of-way, causing the outage of three
345-kv lines and one 138-kv line.

·  The interconnected grid’s reliability
organization failed to provide effective real-
time diagnostic support.

The task force found numerous issues
with respect to NERC’s reliability
standards.  Many of these issues arose not
because NERC was an inadequate or
ineffective organization, the report
specified, but because it had no structural
independence from the industry it
represents — and no authority to develop
or enforce strong reliability standards.

These institutional issues include:
·  Some of NERC’s policies or

guidelines are non-specific or lack in detail,
allowing divergent calls by regions.

·  NERC and the industry’s reliability
community were aware of this lack of

Senators agree on need for law but which one?
Mandatory reliability standards should be
joined in a bill by guidelines for grid
investment, increased use of advanced
technologies and better personnel training,
Sen Pete Domenici, R-NM, the panel chairman,
emphasized.

Yet mandatory reliability alone won’t do
it, Domenici said.

What will?
He’s holding out for passage of a wide-

ranging energy bill, S 2095.
That’s not likely to happen and prospects

are decreasing, countered the committee’s
ranking minority member, Sen. Jeff Bingaman,
D-NM.

A stand-alone measure like the one (S
2236) he co-sponsored with Sens Maria
Cantwell, D-Wash, Hillary Clinton, D-NY, and
over a dozen Democratic colleagues.

The Democrats will hold out for a stand-
alone bill rather than give the GOP the
opportunity to brag about the big energy bill
they gave American (but not its outrageous
cost).

Democrats know that any half-way
decent reliability bill will pass by a large
majority since no senator could afford to
vote against reliability.

The GOP-favored bill has goodies for
many groups it hopes will win voters for the
president’s reelection.

“I hope the majority leader will seek
consent to pass S 2236 at the earliest
opportunity possible,” Bingaman
commented.

Across Capitol Hill, House Energy &
Commerce Chairman Joe Barton, R-Tex, used
the report to campaign for the House bill.
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specificity but moved slowly to address
the problems effectively.

·  Some causes lack specifics and
compliance criteria.

·  The NERC compliance program and
region-based auditing process has not
been comprehensive or aggressive enough
to assess the capability of all control areas
to direct the operation of their portions of
the bulk power system.

·  NERC standards are frequently
administrative and technical rather than

results-oriented.
·  A recently adopted NERC process

for development of standards is lengthy
and not yet fully understood or applied by
many industry participants.

·  NERC has not had an effective
process to be sure that its
recommendations are tracked for
compliance.

The final report’s urges:
·  Bolstering NERC’s institutional

framework and initiatives on compliance.

NERC OKs PJM, MISO
reliability plans . . . and that
fulfills a key requirement of FERC’s go-
ahead for merging the Commonwealth
Edison grid into the PJM market.
NERC approved the remedial action of
PJM and MISO from the  council’s
probe into the August blackout.  PJM
and MISO have to certify to NERC by
June 30 that they have fully
implemented their plans to respond to
the corrective actions required by
NERC’s Feb 10 resolution.

Half UK energy buyers
shopped; some returned:  More
than half of power and 47% of gas
customers have switched suppliers since
the retail markets opened in England and
Wales five years ago, says the UK
regulator, Ofgem.  Get this: So many
have returned to their former utilities that
60% of customers are served now by the
incumbents, Ofgem added.  Almost
150,000 customers switch each week,
Ofgem said, and shopping crosses age,
income and social classes.  Typical
consumer savings?  About $136/year
when customers shop for a dual-fuel (gas
and power) deal, said Steve Smith,
Ofgem’s managing director of markets.
Scotland’s market — where the
wholesale market isn’t competitive —
won’t be opened until next year.

SIPphone scores
big in Singapore:  SingTel
(Singapore Telecommunications),
Southeast Asia’s biggest telecom firm
and Singapore’s largest listed firm,
signed with San Diego-based SIPphone
to use VOIP, SingTel said yesterday.  It
plans to offer the service starting this
quarter, it said.  The deal would allow a
user with SIPphone gear to place and
get calls over any public phone system
as well as to and from mobile phones

worldwide — not just with other parties
plugged into the internet.

Mich orders IOUs
to check impedance:  Michigan
regulators ordered IOUs to check and
repair where needed impedence relay
settings — a concern raised in the US-
Canada interim report — to prevent
cascading.  The PSC extended its
probe of IOUs’ readiness to meet
summer’s power demands to co-ops,
the Wolverine Power Supply (G&T)
co-op and marketers.  The annual
investigation has added whether power
sources are in-state or out-of-state to
assessments of ATC, impact of open-
access retail programs, affiliate
dealings, merchant plant
interconnections and expected changes
in the wholesale market.

Domenici changes
energy bill tack:  The tax
elements of the stalemated energy bill
will be attached to another measure
as part of a new strategy to get the
measure through the Senate, Energy
Committee Chairman Pete Domenici,
R-NM, said yesterday.  The new
vehicle is the revised Foreign Sales
Corporation/Extraterritorial Income
legislation announced by Majority
Leader Bill Frist, R-Tenn.  Tax
provisions include incentives for new
investment in transmission.  Then
Domenici is to turn his efforts to the
authorizing portion of the legislation
including mandatory  reliability
standards and PUHCA repeal, among
other elements.  As gasoline and
natural gas prices rise public
pressure will build, and the energy
bill will move, he forecast.  As for
the Senate’s considerable differences
with the House on energy legislation,
“we’ll work them out,” Domenici
predicted.

·  Changing NERC funding to make
regional reliability councils independent of
the organizations they oversee.

·  Beefing up technical goals set by
NERC Feb 10.

·  Improving the near- and long-term
training and certification of operators,
reliability coordinators and operator
support staff.

·  Increasing the network’s physical
and cyber security.

The rest of the 46 are at https://
reports.energy.gov.

NERC responded to release of the final
report by pointing to steps it has already
taken to bolster its operations (see separate
item), and welcoming the task force’s
support of the council board’s Feb 10
urgings.

The council pledged to work with the
task force to implement final
recommendations.

The task force’s life has been extended
a year to allow it to guide implementation.

Pat Wood seeks best
way to assure enough

generation
The now dormant SMD took a tough
stand on getting enough generation
capacity.

It would have knocked out the PJM
tax on new market entrants who don’t
have generation taking their money and
giving it to incumbents whether they build
new capacity or not — a classic antitrust
violation OK’d by an earlier commission.

FERC wants to fix the problem but
Chairman Pat Wood told the press last
week that he doesn’t know what the
optimum system is.

He called the SMD version “the most
ill-developed piece of that proposal.”

Wood has proposals from various
regions such as New England’s locational
capacity method.

But is the antitrust impact less
onerous?

Wood believes it is and advised us to
check out PennFuture’s writings by John
Hanger and we will.

The details matter, said Wood.
“Hanger has written some good things

and he is still fussy about ICAP and PJM
but he’s fussy for a very different reason
than he was three years ago when we
started kicking it around,” the chairman
said.

Silicon Valley manufacturers are
working to come up with the perfect
system that encourages new generation
“and that you would like,” we noted.

Wood will be happy if they create the
“silver bullet” he needs.

The PJM complaint just after Wood

https://reports.energy.gov
https://reports.energy.gov
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New York PSC reveals healthy shopping numbers
Marketers were serving 22.5% of
customer load in New York in January,
up more than 40% from last year, the
PSC reports (see table).

Large C&I shopping — those on
time-of-use (TOU) rates — grew most
— by more than a third over a year ago,
while small and medium C&I shoppers
grew 19.4%, reaching more than one-
quarter of load and 8.3% of customers.

Only residential shopping fell over
the last year to just over 4% of
customers, down 13.2%

Orange & Rockland’s popular
Switch & Save program pushed
residential shopping up by almost 25% in

the past year, luring 29% of customers to
shop — one-third of residential load.

O&R’s C&I shopping grew at an
amazing 87.5% for large C&Is on TOU
rates and 44.2% for small and medium
business customers.

Almost 15% of O&R’s total customer
load is being served by marketers.

Residential shopping declined at
Rochester Gas & Electric by 5% from
January last year but still tops other IOUs
with just under 12% of consumers
shopping.

New York State Electric & Gas and
Niagara Mohawk’s consumer choice
programs are the only others showing

significant residential shopping.
NiMo’s grew by 19.4% since last

January, rising to 5.7% of residential
customers while NYSE&G’s shoppers
dipped almost 10% to 4.9%.

Consolidated Edison leads the state in
large C&I shopping.

Two-thirds have switched suppliers
with marketers serving nearly 80% of
large TOU load.

NiMo’s large TOU customers who
shop grew by a third since January of last
year, reaching 47.4%.  RG&E is close
behind with 45.7% of its large TOU
customer shopping, up an astounding
133% from last year.

came to the commission alleged “an ability
to kind of corner the market,” he remembers.

ICAP can be “a market just like any
other ancillary service so that if it’s got any
concentration the problem is it’s lumpy.

“It’s not like you can kind of turn it on.
“Either you need a chunk or you don’t

need it at all.  It’s not like a dimmer switch.
It’s an on or off switch as opposed to most
bulk power purchases or ancillary service
purchases which are more like a dimmer
switch,” Wood explained.

In New England in the last several years
because of the capacity oversupply
generators get either “a great price signal
when you’re below say 18% reserve or no
signal at all when the reserve is above 18%.

You wanted New England to do
locational ICAP?

“We asked them to do it,” he replied,
the ISO doesn’t have a signal to locate
either the transmission, the generation or
the demand response in the right part of
New England.

You said FERC is moving forward in
seven regions even without SMD but you
still have regions where they can stay in
limbo for as long as they want, a questioner
asked.

“We are going to have to take region-
specific approaches with each one of those,”
Wood replied.

Do you need regulatory power to make
sure that something eventually happens,
someone asked.

“We have other tools other than the
SMD rule,” he replied.

Wood has focused on getting the
Midwest ISO up and running.

Commissioner Nora Brownell spent more
than a week at MISO and Wood was there
for several days recently and Suedeen Kelly
is to go this month to Carmel, Ind, MISO’s
headquarters.

The goal is to get competitive markets
across the entire country.  That’s “showing
the flag from the commission” but we’ve got
staff out there today working on the
Wisconsin issues with Wisconsin
stakeholders.”

Wood sent full-time FERC staff to MISO
to watch reliability and to make sure the
market isn’t manipulated the way it was in
California.

Can Wood resolve Wisconsin’s issues?
Yes, he thinks that can happen with

transparency.
Those in the market want to start off

with the same rights and obligations they
have today, Wood reported.

Wood cited the need for transparency
for historic baggage.

“That’s what Craig Goodman [NEMA
president] has been about for as long as I’ve
known him,” Wood noted.

Ideally if the market sees the fat “they
compete it away and customers get that
money in their pocket.”

“Take all the 50-year-old deals and then
break them into transparent parts so we can
see,” the chairman said.

“Oh, you’re already paying this much
for congestion, did you know that?  Why
are you paying this much for congestion
when you can buy it for half the price from
the guy down the street?” Wood quoted.

“I didn’t realize I was paying all that
congestion cost,” he responded adding:
“That’s what markets do.  A lot of sunlight.
Good disinfectant.”

Three regions had utilities voluntarily
provide RTO plans to you.  Of course they
didn’t follow through on them.  We have
WestConnect, RTO West, SeTrans, you’ve
got stuff on file.

“PURPA 205’s not the only legal tool
we’ve got,” the chairman replied.

               Large C&Is*                           Small & Med C&I                        Residentials               Total
State Totals Customers Load (mwh) Custromers Load (mwh) Customers Load (mwh) Loal (mwh)
Shoppers                                             2,653                1,269,014                77,635             1,017,587             277,082           226,183            2,512,785
Total eligible                                     11,073                 2,898,816             939,916             3,937,590          6,555,802         4,337,597         11,174,003
% Shopping 24.0% 43.8% 8.3% 25.8% 4.2% 5.2% 22.5%
Change from 2003 average 9.4% 7.1% 10.5% 11.1% -4.8% 11.4% 7.7%
Change from year ago 34.3% 23.4% 19.4% 16.5% -13.2% 3.7% 40.6%
Utilities
Central Hudson 11.3% 59.4% 0.4% 3.4% 0.0% 0.0% 16.5%
ConEd 67.1% 79.6% 5.2% 26.8% 2.6% 3.7% 29.2%
Long Island Power Auth 1.6% 2.9% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.9%
Niagara Mohawk 47.4% 34.8% 12.4% 33.4% 5.7% 6.4% 23.9%
NYSEG 37.9% 64.8% 13.2% 31.9% 4.9% 6.0% 26.0%
Orange & Rockland 18.4% 40.7% 29.9% 36.1% 29.0% 33.0% 36.3%
Rochester G&E 45.7% 34.5% 24.7% 26.7% 11.7% 11.7% 25.3%
* Time of use rates
Source:  New York PSC

New York Power Shopping Statistics — January 2004
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Dominion Virginia acts to boost marketer headroom
Dominion Virginia Power (DVP) wants to
go all the way with its delayed retail pilots
and has proposed excusing customers
from 100% of the wires charge for the
length of the pilots — a boost it hopes will
allow enough headroom for suppliers (RT,
2/24, 2/5).

The pilots — tests of C&I shopping,
municipal aggregation and competitively
bid supply (CBS) for small, medium and
mass-market customers — met enormous
public enthusiasm but the IOU’s plan to
give customers a smaller break on the
wires charge and an uptick in wholesale
prices discouraged suppliers and
marketers.

Supplier-friendlier features include
changes in the bidding rules for its CBS
pilot that would allow suppliers to bid
separately on residential and small/medium

business load and requiring bidders to
keep their offers open for only two days,
instead of 10.

DVP proposed too a solution to
supplier fears about moving power into
the IOU’s footprint until it joins PJM.

It’s filed with FERC a plan to offer a
backup supply service, priced at the
higher of the LMP at its PJM interface or
$14/mwh if suppliers’ lose their access to
DVP’s grid.

Events that would trigger the service
include TLRs, lack of ATC, partial or
complete unavailability of the resource, or
failure of a seller to supply energy, DVP
explained.

Another break for marketers — DVP
won’t require them to acquire firm
transmission service on adjacent
transmission systems.

Ohio PUC slow to pick up on market impact of errors

The service would only be available
until DVP joins PJM.

Other changes modify the pilots to
conform to SB 651, a bill that amends the
Virginia Electric Utility Restructuring Act
and was passed by the General Assembly.

DVP’s plan to eliminate the wires
charge for those in the pilots without
reducing the pilots’ size “unequivocally
demonstrates the company’s commitment
to the success of the pilots specifically
and restructuring generally,” the IOU told
the State Corporation Commission.

“It is clear, given the rise in market
prices,” DVP said, that customers needed
a bigger break from the wires charge that
penalizes only those who shop.

DVP was unclear about whether the
discount should be 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%
or 100%” so they picked 100%.

Why not let LDCs set their prices
when they want for expected gas
cost?

If they make a mistake they can be
made whole later?

But wouldn’t they use the power
to hurt their competitors?

Incumbents have a corporate
obligation to do that but the PUC has
yet to catch on.

Marketers Shell Energy and Energy
America (Centrica) warned the PUC of
the danger to competition after
regulators changed the rules last
month.

The marketers would like the PUC
to take another look.

The PUC opened the door for
LDCs to adjust either monthly or
quarterly the supply component
(expected gas cost or EGC) — one of
the factors that go into calculating their
gas cost recovery (GCR) rates, the
defacto price to beat.

All but two LDCs — Vectren Energy
Delivery of Ohio and Cincinnati Gas &
Electric — file new GCRs every quarter.

Vectren and CG&E set theirs monthly.
The PUC’s new rules let utilities on

quarterly GCRs change their EGCs
monthly if they choose to flatten out
spikes in the market.

Switching back and forth would
cause a great deal of confusion among
customers when comparing the price
offered by Shell Energy or other
marketers and that of the LDC, Shell
noted.

The GCR “already distorts customer
choice” by acting like the price to beat so
marketers need to have “some idea of
what that price will be and for what
period” to compete, Shell wrote.

Making it quarterly, then monthly,
then back to quarterly makes it harder to
compete against.

Another new rule is a problem too —
LDCs don’t have to publish their GCRs

until the day before they go into effect.
Customers “will experience

significant confusion and difficulty
lacking timely information on potential
savings,” Shell noted, if LDCs can wait
until the last minute, not to mention
how hard it would be for marketers to
come up with offers that fast.

Shell suspects LDCs will use their
new freedom on setting prices to beat
to their own advantage.

LDCs can keep EGCs low,
knowing full well they’ll be able to
recover the shortage in the future, thus
undercutting marketers.

An LDC “will be reluctant to draw
adverse publicity by increasing an EGC
because of end-of-month wholesale
price increases,” Shell added, “again
because it knows the rate adjustments
will protect it” from a pricing mistake.

Shell suggests 14-day notice, at
minimum, on changes in the price to
beat.

Cox uses VeriSign for VOIP CALEA compliance
Cox Communications chose VeriSign’s
NetDiscovery Services to help ensure its
VOIP services comply with the
Communications Assistance for Law
Enforcement Act (CALEA).

CALEA regulates phone tapping by
law enforcement and is often cited by
police as a reason to regulate VOIP as a
telecom service.

Carriers often have to buy dedicated
hardware and have trained staff — and
keep connected with a variety of law
enforcement entities — to comply with

CALEA.
Cox has considered CALEA

compliance a top priority on its
traditional, switched telecom networks,
the firm reported, but expects
compliance to be a challenge with VOIP.

VeriSign streamlined compliance and
cut the need to buy costly equipment, it
says.

It came in with a total solution —
using the same equipment it had
evaluated — and made it easy and cost
effective, said Cox.

VeriSign can help all types of service
providers meet their legal obligations
securely and at a low price, the company
boasts.

Cox launched its 12th telephony
market in December — Roanoke, Va, its
first using VOIP, the firm said.

VeriSign is the leading provider of
critical infrastructure services for the
internet and telecom networks, the firm
said, and is best known for verifying the
security of internet transactions and
commerce.

http://www.newslettersonline.com/user/user.fas/nlo=1/fp=2?T=open%5Fnon%5Fissue%2C70000190751%2C5&P=non%5Fissue
http://www.newslettersonline.com/user/user.fas/nlo=1/fp=2?T=open%5Fnon%5Fissue%2C70000190751%2C5&P=non%5Fissue
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ACN seems small in the Georgia
gas market, but ...

ACN teamed up with national broadband
service provider Covad
Communications.  Yesterday they
revealed plans to sell a DSL (digital
subscriber line) package with local and
long distance bundled with DSL
broadband called ACN Advantage.

ACN sells voice, internet, mobile and
energy services.

The firm has thousands of local and
long distance customers but usually
shows up in RT in stories about retail
gas competition in Georgia (RT, 3/10, 2/
23).

ACN is to buy the local DSL loop
from the incumbent phone company and

bundle its local and long distance services
with Covad’s DSL, said Covad.

ACN Advantage DSL will be available
in Arizona, California (SBC & Verizon
territories), Colorado, Florida, Georgia,
Illinois, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, New Jersey, New York, North
Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas,
Utah, Washington, Wisconsin and the
nation’s capital.

ACN is a dominating force in the
direct sales industry “by simply providing
consumers with a better alternative and a
better value on services they already use
every day,” said Charles Barker, ACN
CEO.
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